Free, open source software

PKP is a not-for-profit research and development team at Simon Fraser University, developing 100% open source software publishing platforms. Download them, use them, modify them, share them. For free. Always.

Software

Open Journal Systems

The world’s most widely used open source journal management and publishing system, created to make open access a viable option for journals. OJS lets authors submit, reviewers review, and editors edit – all online, from anywhere in the world.

Open Monograph Press

A content and workflow management system for peer-reviewed scholarly monographs, edited volumes, and scholarly editions. OMP also functions as a press website, with catalog, distribution, and sales capacities. Put your publications in the spotlight.

Open Conference Systems

A free, online publishing tool that allows you to host conference websites for you and your colleagues; manage submissions, post conference proceedings and papers in a searchable format and, if you wish, post the original data sets.

Open Harvester Systems

A free metadata indexing system allowing you to create a searchable, online database of the metadata from Open Archives Initiative (OAI)-compliant sources, such as sites using Open Journal Systems or Open Conference Systems.

Research, Services & Support

Research

Our active research agenda explores broader areas of scholarly communication and education, with projects that reflect our ongoing work to improve our software and contribute to enhancing the technology for scholarly communication.

PKP Services

Offers support for your software hosting and customization needs, helping you make the most of your online publishing projects. Our customers receive direct, personalized support from PKP developers and contribute to the ongoing improvement of the PKP software.

PKP School

Helping new publishers, editors, and reviewers build their skills and knowledge in using PKP software as well as increasing the quality and effectiveness of their publications. Start learning with our software and publishing courses.

Sponsorships

Our activities would not be possible without the continued support from all of our sponsors, who share our commitment to the development and support of alternative models of scholarly publishing. Show your commitment: join our community.

Take control of your publishing